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                    Welcome to New Composite Partners.
                  

                  
                    New Composite Partners provides innovative services for
                    technologies that represent high-impact environmental
                    practices.
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            Ecofibre
          

          
            New Composite Partners is pleased to announce our incorporation into the Ecofibre USA family.
            

            

            As an industry partner, you can expect New Composite Partners to provide tailored solutions in services,
            with unsurpassed quality and reliability. Utilizing our network of dedicated and experienced industry
            specialists, we are fully committed to being a reliable partner by turning the knowledge of our global team
            into intelligent, profitable results for our clients.
            

            

            In an effort to keep our business in line with the shifting demographic profile of our industry, we
            recognized that the diverse offerings of Ecofibre USA offered New Composite Partners a competitive advantage
            in today’s sustainable business economy. Our passion is delivering biobased alternatives to traditional
            plastic products to our customers that boast both high performance and impressive environmental credentials.
            We greatly value the benefits of helping the environment and helping consumers who share our environmental
            goals. By becoming part of the Ecofibre USA family and utilizing their American grown Hemp Black materials
            for our line of products, we are able to accomplish both of those things! Their carefully selected team of
            industry professionals and thought leaders remain on the cutting edge by investing in technology and
            resources to guarantee competitiveness and flexibility in a constantly advancing environmental marketplace.
            The Hemp Black product line is available for purchase both in the United States and throughout the world!
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                Profitable Sustainability Solutions™
              

              
                Optimizing our company’s knowledge and experience with the United
                States Department of Agriculture’s programs, New Composite
                Partners is pleased to offer Profitable Sustainability Solutions™
                (PS²).
                

                

                PS² is a multi-faceted, dynamic strategy which helps our clients
                obtain the proper paperwork needed to facilitate mandated US
                government sales and unlock the several hundreds of thousands of
                dollars available for product market development available from
                the United States federal government.
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                Mandated Purchasing Program for Certified Biobased Products
              

              
                To position your product for success in the mandated biobased
                procurement program and beyond, our team will organize brand
                requirements, application documents, and testing procedures for
                biobasd certification of your product of material.
              

              
                The biobased certification program allows purchasers and users to
                identify and utilize biobased products with certified bio-content.
                Certified products offer credible preference for corporate
                sustainability purchasing and reduce any negative perception of
                biobased products due to greenwashing. One of the largest benefits
                of certifying your material or product is the mandated purchasing
                of biobased products by federal agencies. Federal acquisitions are
                required to select a biobased product over a traditional
                counterpart.
              

              
                Read More 
              

            

          

          
            
              
              
                Federal Cost Sharing Programs
              

              
                Once certification documentation is obtained, NCP can utilize our
                in-depth knowledge of the federal funds available to you and
                provide guidance through these cost-sharing programs. We will
                focus on the expansion of your biobased products into the
                international marketplace.
              

              
            

          

          
            
              
              Green Path Marketing Tool

              
                NCP's proprietary Green Path Marketing Tool offers a unique
                opportunity to utilize data scraping along with automated
                marketing to meet the sales objectives of your organization
              

              
            

          

        
        
          
            
              Why Work With Us?

              
                Whether you would like to pursue opportunities with Mandatory
                Federal Purchasing Programs or simply use our Green Path Marketing
                Tool to increase sales, our passion is delivering solutions to our
                business clients by offering alternatives to traditional marketing
                practices that allow our customers to boast both high performance
                ROIs and impressive market credientials. My using our Profitable
                Sustainability Solutions™ strategy, we provide a system for our
                clients to accomplish their marketing objectives!
              

            

            
              
                
                Industry Knowledge

                
                  Utilizing our network of dedicated and experienced industry
                  specialists, we are fully committedd to being a reliable partner
                  by turning the knowledge of our global team into intellegent,
                  profitable solutions for our clients
                

              

              
                
                Customer Service

                
                  Our leadership team believes passionately in the key principle
                  that our customer always comes first. We have an uncompromising
                  commitment to our clients and view customer satisfaction as our
                  highest priority.
                

              

              
                
                Insight

                
                  We remain on the cutting edge by utilizing our proprietary tools
                  to target the most in demand product sectors in the US federal
                  and state procurememt programs as well as future trends for
                  biobased feedstocks and new innovations in composites to deliver
                  compettive solutions in a constantly advancing marketplace.
                

              

            

          

        
        
          
            
              Our Capabilities

              
                A competitive strength and capability of our team is our in-depth
                knowledge and experience working with the federal programs. New
                Composite Partners will aid in the required application, testing,
                and certification process to obtain the proper paperwork to
                position your products for advantageous procurement options via
                Mandatory Federal Purchasing initiatives. These initiatives refer
                to the requirement by United States government entitiest to
                purchace bioased proucts over their traditional counterparts.
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                    Biobased TSA Bins

                    

                    
                      New Composite Partners worked with a Fortune 1000 plastic
                      manufacturing company who wished to incorporate renewable
                      materials in their products for purchase by federal and
                      state agencies. This collaboration resulted in the
                      successful implementation of biobased security bins that are
                      used by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at
                      checkpoints across the United States.
                    

                  

                

              

            

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Biodegradable Pin

                    

                    
                      New Composite Partners was approached by an international
                      client to develop an anchoring device for the landscaping
                      and construction industry. This product provides a more
                      environmentally friendly option to replace the current metal
                      staples in use. These staples have also been approved and
                      are being utilized by the Wisconsin Department of
                      Transportation in the United States.
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                    Biobased Pallet

                    

                    
                      New Composite Partners contributed raw materials to one of
                      the largest worldwide suppliers of plastic pallets with a
                      vision and goal is to provide the industry with a cost-
                      effective and eco-friendly alternative to conventional
                      pallets with natural polymers. This collaboration has
                      resulted in the successful production of biobased pallets
                      for users across the globe.
                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        
        
          
            
              
              
              What We Offer

              
                Working with NCP, you will gain an understanding of the best
                opportunities within the environmental sector. We provide services
                to make your biobased products standout in the marketplace and
                when pursuing government contracts. We can assist with navigating
                Mandatory Federal Purchasing programs and the hundreds of
                thousands of dollars annually available for the market development
                and sales of biobased products.
              

            

          

        
        
        
          
            
              
                Contact Us

                
                  Our passion is delivering solutions to our clients by offering
                  alternatives to traditional marketing practices that allow our
                  customers to boast both high performance ROIs and impressive
                  market credentials. Utilizing our network of dedicated and
                  experienced industry specialists, we are fully committed to
                  being a reliable partner by turning the knowledge of our global
                  team into intelligent, profitable solutions for our clients!
                

              

              
	              
	              
                
              
              
              
                
                  
                    	
                        
                          
                          317 N Main St, Edgerton, WI 53534

                        
                      
	
                        
                          
                          1-815-979-9447

                        
                      
	
                        
                          
                          [email protected]
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                  All information supplied by, on behalf of, or in relation to the
                  products on this site, whether in the nature of date,
                  recommendations or otherwise, is believed reliable. However,
                  Ecofibre, or any of the company's subsidiaries, divisions or affiliates assume no liability
                  whatsoever in respect of application or use of the
                  aforementioned information or products, or any consequence
                  thereof. The user of these products undertakes all liability.
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